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Chace,

 

My name is Jake Laskody and I live at 12910 Salmon La Sac Rd , Ronald WA . I am emailing
today with concerns on the proposed campground that is being pushed in our peaceful
neighborhood. My wife and I are raising our two little ones just a couple houses down from
the proposed site. My concerns are that or neighborhood is currently quiet , peaceful , and a
safe place to raise our children. This is the reason we chose to move here in 2018. The
proposed campground will be offering 30 single story cabins , and additional structures for
party’s etc. There is no way that our neighborhood will remain the same , with the same
qualities we all fell in love with.

 

A few of my biggest concerns are…

 

Increased traffic
Increased fire danger
Increased noise
The cleanliness of surrounding land
 

      We have all seen what the other campgrounds bring to Salmon La Sac . They bring many
out of towners here that do no respect the land as we do . One drive down Salmon La Sac in
the summer time will reveal fire’s roaring during the burn ban , trash littered up and down the
shoulders of the roads , reckless driving in side by sides and vehicles and other careless
activities. There is a reason we all chose this area to raise our families and call home , and this
campground idea is putting it all in jeopardy. We just want this place to remain peaceful , safe
, and quiet , I hope you can understand this. Please do not let this move forward and ruin our
dream area for raising our family.

 

                                                                                    Thanks , Jake Laskody
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